Homologous pairing in duplex DNA regions and the formation of four-stranded paranemic joints promoted by RecA protein. Effects of gap length and negative superhelicity.
RecA protein catalyzes homologous pairing of partially single-stranded duplex DNA and fully duplex DNA to form stable joint molecules. We constructed circular duplex DNA with various defined gap lengths and studied the pairing reaction between the gapped substrate with fully double-stranded DNA. The reaction required a stoichiometric amount of RecA protein, and the optimal reaction was achieved at a ratio of 1 RecA monomer per 4 base pairs. The length of the gap, ranging from 141 to 1158 nucleotides, had little effect on the efficiency of homologous pairing. By using a circular gapped duplex DNA prepared from the chimeric phage M13Gori1, we were able to show the formation of nonintertwined or paranemic joints in duplex regions between the gapped and fully duplex molecules. The formation of such paranemic joints occurred efficiently and included nearly all of the DNA in the reaction mixture. The reaction required negative superhelicity, and pairing was greatly reduced with linear or nicked circular DNA. We conclude that one functional role of the single-stranded gap is for facilitating the binding of RecA protein to the duplex region of the gapped DNA. Once the nucleoprotein filament is formed, homologous pairing between the gapped and fully duplex DNA can take place anywhere along the length of the nucleoprotein complex.